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1. INTRODUCTION 
We will be concerned with the “storage equation” 
$ 
t 
z, = z, + Yt - r(G) ds, t>,O 
0 
where r is a continuous non-decreasing function from [0, + co] into [0, + cc) 
with r(0) = 0 and {Y,; t 2 0} is a non-decreasing stochastic process with 
Y, = 0. The problem is to solve for Z, and study its properties in the light 
of those of {Y,} and r. Here Z, stands for the content of the store at time 1, 
Y, for the cumulative input into the dam during [0, t], and Y(X) for the rate 
of release when the content is X. The equation expresses the simple observa- 
tion that the content at time t is equal to the sum of the initial content and 
the input during [0, t] diminished by the amount of output during that 
period, the rate of output at time s being the value of the release function 
corresponding to the content Z, . 
Different assumptions concerning the model variables (-the time para- 
meter, state space, the release function, the stochastic structure of the input 
process-) yield cases reflecting certain specific features of different types 
of dams. It is clear that the time parameter should be continuous, and the 
state space should be the non-negative reals; the assumptions to the contrary 
are mainly for mathematical convenience. The choice of the release function, 
for analysis purposes, should be as general as possible so that the designer 
can make his choice of r with enough knowledge of its consequences. Finally, 
a most important consideration is the one concerning the law of the input 
process. 
The most basic features of the input process are the periodicity in time, 
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additivity in small intervals, and the dependence on environmental factors. 
As the time t itself can be made a part of the description of the “environment 
at time t,” below we will only speak of the latter dependence. If it is known 
that during a small time interval [t, t + C) the environmental conditions 
remained constant, then it is reasonable to expect the input there to have a 
constant rate except for some additional pure chance inputs; (here, to apply, 
one should define the “environment at t” to be the actual conditions at some 
time past). In a very rough sense, then, we may write Yt+s = Y, + SA + B, , 
0 < s < E, where A is a random variable whose value is prescribed by the 
prevailing environmental factors and {B,; 0 < s < C} is a pure jump process 
with non-negative stationary independent increments whose probability 
law depends on the environmental factors prevailing then. 
The environmental factors themselves may be thought as a stochastic 
process of some type. If, for example, they develop as a Markov process 
{X,; t >, 0} in time, then the dependence of {X,; t - E < s < t} and 
(X,; t < s < t + E} will induce dependence between the increments 
Y, - Y,-, and Yt+, - Y, of the input process. 
Virtually all the work until 1963 assumed that the release rate is constant 
and that the environmental factors remained the same over time. Then the 
input process reduces to a non-decreasing process with stationary independent 
increments (an additive process, for short). In this case there is an explicit 
solution for 2 in terms of Y and its study follows the extensive literature 
on additive processes. For a review of the research of this period we refer 
to Gani [lo] and Prabhu [13]. 
In cases where the correlations within the input process cannot be ignored, 
a first approximation is obtained by assuming (in a discrete time parameter 
model) that the successive inputs form a Markov chain. Then the equivalent 
formulation becomes 
where p, is the magnitude of the nth input and r^ is usually taken to be 
+(a, r) = inf(1, z + JJ). In this case, assuming {p,} to be a Markov chain 
with discrete state space, Ali Khan and Gani [l] gave certain time dependent 
results and indicated the earlier results of Lloyd and Odoom on ergodicity 
(cf. [I] for further references). 
When the release function is left arbitrary, the construction of the paths 
of {Z,} itself becomes a problem. In the case of an additive input process 
(which essentially comes to assuming a constant environment process), 
Moran posed the problem in [12] and solved for {Z,} by an approximation 
procedure discretizing the time. The solution of the equation and a number 
of properties of the resulting Markov process {Z,> as well as some limit 
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theorems were obtained by Cinlar and Pinsky [7], [8] by a scrutiny of the 
sample paths using the Markov renewal theory in [6]. 
In an attempt to generalize the model discussed in [l] to continuous time 
and space with arbitrary release functions, in [4], the input process was taken 
to be semi-Markovian. This amounts to assuming that, in addition to a 
constant rate of input, there are inputs occurring at certain random times: 
the successive such inputs form a Markov chain (with non-negative reals as 
the state space) and the time between two such inputs is a random variable 
depending on the magnitudes of the inputs at both ends. 
In the present paper we will offer a model which is able to depict the 
environmental considerations we mentioned and thus, at the same time, 
extend all the theory described above. 
We will let the release function to be an arbitrary continuous non-decreas- 
ing function vanishing at the origin, let the environment progress as a standard 
Markov process X on an abstract state space, and let the input process Y to 
be a non-stationary additive process defined on the environment process. 
The two-dimensional process (X, Y) is then called a Markov additive process 
and we will be utilizing certain structural results forthemobtainedinCinlar [5]. 
The description of the input process will be made precise in the next 
section. In Section 3, the storage equation will be solved for the content 
process by using the sample path behavior of the input process, and the 
resulting solution 2 will be shown to be, conditional on the paths of X, a 
non-stationary Markov process. When X is standard, (that is, when X is 
normal, right-continuous, strong Markov, quasi-left-continuous, etc.) the 
two dimensional process (X, 2) is almost a standard process (quasi-left- 
continuity may fail to hold in general). In the final section, we put some 
specific results for 2 in the case where r(x) = cx and X is a Markov process of 
a certain shape (which we think depicts the periodicity and seasonal nature of 
X in a faithful manner). 
Finally, a word about notation. We write R, = [0, oo), N = (0, 1, 2 ,... }, 
9+ the Bore1 subsets of R, . If (E, 8) and (F, 9) are measurable spaces and 
f: E -+ F is measurable relative to I and 9, then we write f E S/p. If F is 
any subset of the real line with .9 the induced Bore1 u-algebra, then we 
simply write f E &’ instead of f E &/9. By u(.) we denote the a-algebra 
generated by (.). Th e f ormalism and the notation will follow the book by 
Blumenthal and Getoor [2] which we also will refer to for definitions not 
specifically mentioned here. 
2. INPUT PROCESS 
In this section we will give a precise description of the input process and 
the manner in which it depends on the environment process. The definitions 
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and properties listed below are adaptations, to the present case, of the more 
general ones given in [5]. 
Let E be a locally compact space with a countable base and let 8’ be the 
o-algebra generated by the open sets. Suppose X = (Sz, A, ./It , X, , 8, , Z’,) 
is a standard Markov process with state space (E, 6) augmented by a point d 
and having an infinite lifetime; (see [2, p. 20 and p. 451 for the definitions). 
Suppose Y = {Y,; t 3 0} is a non-decreasing real valued stochastic 
process defined over (a, A) and satisfying the following axioms: 
(a) For each w E Sz, Y,,(W) = 0 and t -+ Y,(W) is right continuous. 
(b) For each t > 0, Y, E J%~. 
(c) For each t > 0, A E 8, B E W, the mapping x -+ P,{X, E A, Y, E B} 
of E into [0, I] is in 8. 
(d) For each t, s > 0, Y,,, = Y, + Y, o 8,. 
(e) Forallt,sbO,xEE,AE~,BE~+, 
P,(X, 0 Bt E A, Y, 0 0, E B 1 At} = P,,{X, E A, Y, E B}. 
Then, the process 
(X Y) = (Q, A, 4, x, , y, > 0,) P,) 
is a Murkov additive process in the sense of [5, Definition (1.2)]. Further, 
(X, Y) is perfect and is strong Markov, namely, in (2.le) above the constant 
t may be replaced by any {J&} stopping time; (cf. [5, Proposition (3.2)]). 
Let 9 (resp. ‘9) be the completion of a(X,; s > 0) (resp. u(X, , Y,; s > 0)) 
with respect to the family of measures {P,; p a finite measure on g}; and 
further define 9$ (resp. g7,) to be the completion of u(X,; s < t) in 9 (resp. 
the completion of u(X, , Y,; s < t) in 9) with respect to the same family {P,}. 
By Proposition (2.20) of [5], there is a version Q,(A) of the conditional 
probability (P,{A [9}) (w) which is a probability measure in A as A varies 
over 9 and which further is independent of x. Then, by [5, Theorem (2.22)], 
for any fixed q, E G?, the stochastic process Y = {Y,; t > O> when considered 
as defined over the probability space (Sz, 9, QW,) is a process with non- 
negative independent increments; (but not stationary in general). A Levy- 
Khinchin type decomposition follows and we can write (see [5, Theorem 
(2.23x1), 
yt, = ct + y, f  + Ytd, t>O (24 
where u(Ct; t >, 0), u(Yj; t > 0), u(Ytd, t > 0) are conditionally inde- 
pendent given 9 and where 
(a) C = {C,; t > 0} . IS a continuous additive functional of the Markov 
process X; 
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(b) Y, = {Y,f; t > O> is a pure jump process of form 
y,r = c 4TjSd wj 
where each ~~ is an (Ft} stopping time and the corresponding jump magnitude 
W, is a random variable whose distribution depends on the values of X near 
TV; (that is, the jump times of Yf are fixed by X but not the magnitudes); 
(c) Yd = (Y,d; t > O}. g is a ain a pure jump process which is, however, 
stochastically continuous, given 9. 
The decomposition (2.2) is unique; corresponding to it we have the follow- 
ing 
PROPOSITION (2.3). Let 
K: = - log Ez{ebAYt 1 F}, h > 0, t 3 0. 
Then, for almost all w (with respect to P, for all x E E), 
K?(w) = X,(W) + D,“(W) + I, 
.m 
) (1 - e-hu> WJJ, 49 
where 
(a) C = {C,; t 3 0} is a continuous additive functional of X; 
(b) for each h > 0, DA = {DtA; t 2 0} is a purely discontinuous additive 
functional of X; andfor each t > 0, X + exp(- D$) is a completely monotonic 
function; 
(c) for each t > 0, w E Q, A -+ Bt(w, A) is a Le’vy measure on 9~oBco): 
that is 
s (0.d (Y * 1) &(w, 4) <~0; 
andfor any A ~g(~,~) , {B@); t t 0) is a continuous additive functional of X. 
Following are three examples of particular interest. 
EXAMPLE (2.4). Suppose E is a circle of unit circumference and X the 
“uniform motion” on it. Then, X, has the interpretation of being the time 
of the year at 1. In this case, the input process has a strictly periodic law. 
The processes {Y,; 0 < t < I}, (Yt 0 8,; 0 < t ,< l},... are independent 
and identical copies of each other; any one of these, when considered as a 
process over (Q, &‘, P,) for fixed x, is a nondecreasing process with 
(possibly non-stationary) independent increments. A complete description 
of such processes may be found in Doob [9, Chapter VIII]. 
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EXAMPLE (2.5). Suppose E is a finite set with the discrete topology. 
A Markov process with this state space moves from one point to another 
with the successive states visited forming a Markov chain and sojourns of 
exponentially distributed lengths in between. 
In this case, the most general input process Y is of the following form. 
In the decomposition (2.2), 
C, = j” a(X,) ds 
0 
for some function a: E + R,; the jump times 7j of Yf are the successive 
jump times of the process X itself, the magnitude Wj of the jump at 7i is a 
random variable whose conditional distribution given 9 depends only on 
X7*- and X,,; and Yd is a pure jump process whose conditional probability 
law during an interval of constantcy for X is that of a pure jump process with 
stationary and independent increments; that is, in the notation of (2.3), 
B,(A) = j" ,4X, ,A) ds 
0 
where /3(j, .) is a Levy measure for each i E E. 0 
In this example, the points of E may be thought to be representing different 
“seasons” but the analogy is not a good one: exponential distributions for the 
sojourn times imply the possibility of arbitrarily long lasting seasons. The 
real seasonal phenomenon can be best modeled by a process which is a 
cross between the preceding two examples: 
EXAMPLE (2.6). Take a circle of unit circumference and let A, B, C, D 
be four points on it ordered clockwise. Let the arc ABCD be painted green 
and the arc CDAB yellow; note that the green and yellow overlap over the 
arcs AB and CD. Let E be the union of the green and the yellow points (with 
colors preserved) with the natural topology they bring; (the result is a compact 
space). Consider now the position and color of a chameleon moving on the 
circle clockwise with unit speed; if it started at a green point it stays on the 
green arc for a while and then, somewhere between C and D, crosses over to 
the yellow arc; it stays on the yellow arc for a while and then, somewhere 
between A and B, crosses over to the green arc; and so on. The probability law 
of the motion is described by two distribution functions: one for the addi- 
tional random time which the chameleon stays on the green arc after reaching 
C, and one for the additional time it stays on the yellow arc after reaching A. 
The resulting position-color process is a Markov process. (We omit the formal 
construction of X but only mention that the state space we described cannot 
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be made simpler: it is tempting to take E to be the Cartesian product of a 
circle with the set { 1,2} but then there is no way of defining the measures 
P, for all x and still have a normal Markov process.) 
For this environment process the colors may be thought as the two seasons 
which alternate almost deterministically except that the changes of seasons 
are allowed to take place at random times (which however are restricted to 
certain intervals). The input process then is as follows. There are two func- 
tiosn uy and a, defined on the yellow and green arcs respectively; if at time t 
the environment process is in position x and color green, then dC, = a,(x) ds 
and similarly for the yellow states. The component Yf in the decomposition 
of (2.2) jumps at the instants of changes of seasons by random amounts 
depending on the seasons between which the jump is being made as well 
as the time of the change; in addition, Yf in general will have further jumps 
at times when X hits certain predetermined points on the circle. The com- 
ponent Yd again will be described by two kernels py(x, A) and &(x, A) 
defined for x on the green and on the yellow arcs respectively. If X, is a green 
point of position x, then 
d,B,(w, 4 = A@, 4 ds, 
and similarly for the yellow states. In Section 4 we will return to this example 
and describe, somewhat more fully, the input process in the case of more 
than two seasons. 
3. CONTENT PROCESS 
In this section we will construct the content process by solving the integral 
equation for 2, and then will show that the resulting two dimensional process 
(X, 2) is almost a standard Markov process. The solution for 2 will be 
obtained first for input processes which are continuous, then for those which 
have only finitely many jumps in any finite interval, and finally we will take 
limits as such processes converge to the given input process (which in general 
will have infinitely many jumps in any open interval). 
PROPOSITION (3.1). Let g and r be two non-decreasing continuous functions 
on R, vanishing at the origin, and let x E R, . Then, the integral equation 
f(t) = x + g(t) - jot r of(s) 4 t>O (3.4 
has a unique solution f and it is continuous. 
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Remark (3.3). If Y is Lipschitz continuous, then it is easy to show this. 
For, then, letting 
f& = 2 t>o 
fn+b> = z +g(t> - jO’ r of&) & t>o 
for n E N we obtain a sequence {fn} of functions which converges (uniformly 
over finite intervals) to a function f  which is the solution. If r is differentiable 
and the derivative is bounded, then this condition holds. If r is differentiable 
and the derivative is continuous (but not necessarily bounded), the same 
results are obtained by first replacing r by a function r, which coincides with r 
on [0, n] and has a bounded continuous derivative on [n, co), solving for 
the solution f,, of (3.2) corresponding to this r, by the method mentioned, 
and then letting n go to infinity. These are general methods which hold for 
any function g (not necessarily increasing); see McKean [I 1, p. 601 for this 
line of attack. We will show the existence and uniqueness of a solution for 
any r (with no assumptions on differentiability) by taking advantage of the 
special nature of g being considered. 
Remark (3.4). If g = 0 identically, then (3.2) has a unique nonincreasing 
continuous solution 
f(t) = 4c? 9 t>O (3.5) 
q(z,t)=sup/~ER+:&&du$tl, t>O. (3.6) 
If p = infix: Y(X) > 0} is p t osi ive and z < p, then the only element of the 
set in (3.6) is y = z so that n(.z, t) = z for all t > 0. For z 3 p, n(z, t) > b 
for all t 3 0. 
Two easy properties of the function p will be of much use later: 
!zw, 4, t) = 4(% A- + 9, ZER,, s,t>O; (3.7) 
4(Y + x, t) < 4(Y, t> + z, Y,xER+, t>O (3.8) 
the latter property following from the fact that Y is non-decreasing. 
Proof of the Proposition. Any f  satisfying (3.2) also satisfies 
fb + t> =fW +& + 4 -g(s) - s,$ y  of(S + 4 & t>o (3.9) 
for any fixed s > 0. Hence, it is sufficient to solve (3.2) for t < 1 only. 
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Let Jn = (k/2”; K = 0, l,..., 2”) and define g, to be the right continuous 
step function with values g,(t) = g(t) for t E J,, and no discontinuities outside 
Jn . By using the result of Remark (3.4) with (3.9), it is easy to see that 
k/2” < t < (k + 1)/2” 
f&) = I;~~~~;;~;: : 1 :;;z; + g((k + 1)/2”) - g(K/2”), t = (k + 1)/2” 
(3.10) 
gives the unique solution to (3.2) recursively when g in (3.2) is replaced by 
g, . Below we will show that f,, converges to the solution f desired. 
By Lemma (3.16) b 1 e ow, for any t E Jlz, fn(t) > fn+l(t) 3 “‘; thus, for 
any 
teJ= Uln, l$ f%(t) = f(t) 
n 
exists. 
Let M = r(z + g(1)) and f  or g iven E > 0 choose 6 so that M6 < E and 
At + 4 - i?(t) < E f  or all t < 1; this is possible since g is continuous (and 
therefore uniformly continuous on [0, 11). For s, t E J with 0 < t - s < 6, 
there is n such that s, t E Jn; since .fn is the solution of (3.2) with g replaced 
by gn > 
IfAt) -f&)1 G Idt) -&)I + 1 jtr~fn(4dUI <c + E (3.11) 
8 
because fn is bounded by x + g( 1) and Y o fn is therefore by M on [O, 11. 
Since E is arbitrary and does not depend on n, in the limit as n--f co, we 
obtain 
If(t) - f(s)1 < 2. (3.12) 
That is, the function f with domain J is uniformly continuous there. 
Consequently, since the set J is dense in [0, 11, f has a unique continuous 
extension to all of [0, 11. For, otherwise, if {sn} C J, {tn} C J, s, + t, t, -+ t, 
and if lim, f (S,J # limnf(tn), then we can extract subsequences {sn’} from 
{s,J and {tn’} from {tn} in such a manner that 
I sn’ - t,’ I < ; 3 I f (Sn’) - f Pn’>l > E 
for all n; this would contradict the uniform continuity off on J. We denote 
the extended function by f also. 
Let t E [0, I] be fixed. For E > 0, choose 8 so that M6 < E, 
g(u + 6) - g(u) < E for all u E [0, I], and 1 f(u) - f(t)1 < E for all 
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u E (t - 6, t]. Choose s E J, s < t so that t - s + l/Zm < 6 for some m. 
Then, for 71 > m + 1, as in (3.11) we have 
IfJt) -fJs)l < g(t + l/2”) - g(s - l/2”) + M . (t - S) < 2E; (3.13) 
since s E J and fn converges to f on J, for n large enough 
If&) -f(s)1 < E; (3.14) 
and, finally, by our choices of 8 and s, 
If(S) -f(t)1 <E. (3.15) 
Hence, it follows from (3.13), (3.14), (3.15) thatfJt) converges tof (t) for all t, 
in fact, as 6 is independent of t, the convergence is uniform in t. 
Finally, we note thatf satisfies (3.2): f or each n, fn satisfies it with g replaced 
by g,,; taking limits on both sides, as n + 03, g, -g and J Y o fn --t Jr of, 
the latter by the bounded convergence theorem (which allows the limit to be 
passed inside the integral) and the continuity of I and the convergence of fn 
to f. 
This completes the proof of the existence of a continuous solution; the 
uniqueness will be put below as Lemma (3.18). 
LEMMA (3.16). If t E Jn-l then f,Jt) b fJt). 
Proof. This is trivally true for t = 0. We now make the induction hypo- 
thesis that it is true for t = k/2+l and define u = t + l/2*, s = t + 212”. 
Then, t, u, s E Jn and we have from (3.10) 
fn(4 = ddfn(t), 24 - t) + &) - g(t), s - 4 + g(s) - go4 
Applying (3.8) and then (3.7) to this we get 
fn(4 G dfn(t), s - t) + g(s) - g(t). (3.17) 
By the induction hypothesis fn(t) < fnwl(t); putting this into (3.17), using 
(3.8), and noting the definition (3.10) we obtain 
f&) < dfn-1(t), s - t) + g(s) - g(t) =fn-l(S). 0 
LEMMA (3.18). Let r be continuous, non-decreasing, r(0) = 0; and let g 
be right-continuous, non-decreasing, g(0) = 0. If (3.2) has a solution, then it is 
the only solution. 
Proof was essentially given in [8] and we will omit it here. The main idea 
is that, iffr and fi are two solutions and iff = fi - f2 and f’is the “derivative” 
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off, then f’f < 0 by the monotonicity of Y. This implies that fz is non- 
increasing and, therefore, equal to zero identically since f (0) = 0. 
We now go on to show that (3.2) has a solution for any step function g 
which is non-decreasing right-continuous. 
LEMMA (3.19). Let g be a non-decreasing right continuous function with 
g(0) = 0, and let h be a non-decreasing right continuous step function (with 
finitely many jumps in jinite intervals). If there is a solution f, of (3.2) corre- 
sponding tog, then there is a solution fg+h of (3.2) corresponding tog + h replacing 
g. Further, 
o <fs+h -f, < h. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show these for t < 1. Since h has only finitely 
many jumps in [0, 11, we can write h as the sum of a finite number of functions 
each one of which is a step function with exactly one jump in [0, 11. The proof 
will follow by induction on the number of jumps of h once we show that the 
assertion is true for step functions h with exactly one step. 
Let h = 0 on [0, t) and 7 on [t, 11. Then fg+h = f, on [0, t), 
fp+h(t) = fSJ(t) + 7, and f(u) = fs+h(t + u) 
satisfies (3.2) with g there replaced by g(t + -) - g(t) and z there replaced by 
f&t). Thus, this f (u) satisfies th e same equation as f,(t + u) except for the 
initial value. Hence, this f has a solution and since fgfh(t) > fg(t), 
fg+h@ + u) -f& + u, >, 0 
by the non-negativity of Y. By the fact that Y is non-decreasing, the two solu- 
tions differ at most by their initial difference, that is, 
fs+h@ i- u, - f& + u, < fg+h@) - f&) = ?* 
This completes the proof. 0 
THEOREM (3.20). Let (X, Y) = (52,9,9,, X,, Y,, 8,) P,) be a Marhov 
additive process satisfying (2.1). Th en, f OY any z E R, and w E Q, the equation 
f(t)=z+Y,(u)- rtyof(s)ds 
has a unique solution f; the mapping t + f (t) is right continuous, has left-hand- 
limits, and has the same set of d&-continuities as t--f Y,(W). 
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Proof. Considering the decomposition (2.2) let 
ytn = ct + c (Ys - ys-)hwo,(y, - ys-1 (3.22) 
s<t 
for n E N and all t > 0; (here Y” = C). 
Since t + C,(w) is a continuous non-decreasing function with C,(U) = 0, 
by Proposition (3.1), the equation (3.21) has a unique continuous solution 
f .  when Y there is replaced by Y”. Further, since t--f Y,“(w) - C,(w) is a 
non-decreasing right continuous step function, by Lemma (3.19), (3.21) 
has a unique right-continuous solution fn when Y in (3.21) is replaced by Yn. 
The mapping t+ Y;+‘(U) - Y,“(W) is a non-decreasing step function 
also; therefore, Lemma (3.19) applies again to give 
0 Gfn+&) -f?&(t) G Y;“(w) - Y,“(m) 
which implies 
y<g If70) -fm(t)l G I Y$(w)- Yp(w)l . 
Since YB@ converges to Ya , 
that is, the sequence of functions fn. increases to a function f  and this con- 
vergence is uniform over finite intervals. 
Each fn satisfies (3.21) with Y there replaced by Y”; so, taking limits as 
n ---f + co, by the convergence of Yn to Y, the uniform convergence of fn to 
f ,  and by the continuity of r, we see that f  satisfies (3.21). By Lemma (3.18) 
this must be the only solution. 
It is clear from the proof of Lemma (3.19) that each fn is right continuous, 
has left-hand-limits, and its discontinuities coincide with those of Y”(w). 
Since the convergence of fn to f  is uniform over finite intervals, these imply 
the corresponding properties about ,f. Proof is complete. 0 
We can now take up the construction of the content process. Suppose that 
we are given a Markov additive process (Q, 9, 9, , zJ , Y, ,8, , p,) with state 
space (E, 8) with Y satisfying (2.1) and 2 = (a, 3, @‘t, 2,) 8,) p,) being 
a standard Markov process with infinite lifetime. We suppose (9,) are the 
minimal u-algebras, i.e., &‘t = u(Z~, Y,; s < t)“, and let gt be the minimal 
one corresponding to x. 
We define 
D=R+ xfi, sP=s?+ x 99, .%y =9+ x 9,; (3.23) 
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and define Z,(U), for each w = (z, cZ) E Q, to be the unique solution, 
described by Theorem (3.20), of the storage equation with initial content z 
and input function P,(4). Extend the definitions of 3, , P, ,g, onto Q by 
X,(w) = a47 Y&J) = Qq, 
for all w = (x, 4) E Q and t >, 0. 
fItw = (Z,(u), f&C) (3.24) 
For x E E and x E R, we define a probability measure on Z” by letting 
P,, = l z x P, (3.25) 
where cz: is the Dirac measure concentrating its unit mass at x. It is clear that 
(x, z) --+ PzZ(A) is in d x W, for any A E A?‘O and thus 
PL(d% 4 p&u (3.26) 
is well defined for any finite measure p on 8 x W, . 
We let &’ be the completion of So with respect to the family of all such 
measures P, and let & be the completion of z%‘~O in &’ with respect to the 
same family. 
Finally, we let 
%t = (0, R,) x @t , % = {0,R+} x 4 (3.27) 
and similarly define ‘S and 9; and write P, for the restriction of P,, onto 9; 
note that, then 
P,(R+ x 4 = k(4, A E 3. (3.28) 
Then, S$ is the information contained in the environment, input, and 
content processes previous to t; gt is the information contained in the 
environment and input processes during [0, t]; and St is the information 
contained in the environment process in [0, t] alone. 
It is easy to see that (Q, 9, gt, X, , Y, , et, PJ is a Markov renewal 
process equivalent to (2, Y). In fact we have a stronger statement; (proof of 
the next proposition may be intuitively obvious to some; however, we will 
give it in a short form since we need certain portions of it later for other 
purposes). 
PROPOSITION (3.29). (X, Y) = (sZ,&', pt, X, , Y, , et, P,,)isaMurkov 
renewalprocess which is equivalent to (x, P) for any$xed z E R, . In particular, 
X = (Q, SF, J& , Xt , Bt , P,,) is a standard Markov process. 
Proof. It is easy to see that constructional requirements are met; X is 
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normal; state space E is locally compact with a countable base; 6 is the 
u-algebra of its Bore1 subsets; and t + X, , t -+ Y, are right continuous, 
have left-hand-limits. The remaining requirements are put as Lemmas 
(3.30), (3.35), (3.38). 
LEMMA (3.30). Each yi”t is complete, {zF~} is right continuous. 
Proof is immediate from the form of &?t as given by (3.23), and the fact 
we have completed & , and that (9,) is right continuous by the corresponding 
requirement on (k, P). 
LEMMA (3.31). For every {St} stopping time T and Jixed x E E, z E R, , 
there is a {@$} stopping time S so that 
Pgz({z} x (~2: S(Q) = T(z, 4))) = 1. (3.32) 
Proof. For the fixed x E E, z E R, , define 
S(B) = T(z,Q), L;)Ei2 (3.33) 
and note that, by its definition (3.25), 
P&(z) x Q = 1. (3.34) 
Lemma will follow from (3.33) and (3.34) once we show that S is a (9,) 
stopping time. 
Since T is an {xi} stopping time, r = {T < t} E %t for arbitrary t E [0, 03) 
which we fix. By (3.33), 
r=rA({z} xQ=(z} x{&s(cq~t}-r’ 
P,. almost surely; and since Zt is complete, I” E J& also. Thus, there is a set 
r” E &$O so that 
P.&r’ - r”) = P&r” - r> = 0. 
It follows from the form of r’ and (3.33) that we can choose I’” to be of the 
form 
r” = {z} x I?, l-E$ 
with 
P,&(.r - {S < t}) = P&s ,( t} - f) = 0. 
Since the c!?~ are complete by the assumed standardness of X, this implies 
that (S < t} E @‘t . Proof is complete since t is arbitrary. 
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LEMMA (3.35). X = (62, 2, Zt , X, , Bt , P,,) with fixed z E R, is strong 
Murkou. (X, Y) satisfies (2.le). 
Proof. Let T be an (St} stopping time, fix x E E and z E R, , and let S 
be constructed as in Lemma (3.31). From the strong Markov property for X 
we have, for t 3 0 and f  E bG, 
&[f o %+,I = &[-&s,{f O %H. 
Now (3.32), (3.36), (3.32), (3.28) applied in that order give 
(3.36) 
EmIf 0 X~+tl = EAf 0 Xr+t; (4 x 1s = T(z) .)>I 
= &vMf o %)I 
= Em[-&m{f 0 %I 
= &,[Emlf 0 &>I. 
This implies, through Proposition (8.2) of [2] that, for any {J&} stopping 
time T, t >O,fEbb, XEE, ZER+, 
Uf o XT+, 1 %-I = &m[f o x,]; (3.37) 
(note the independence of the right-hand-side from x). Proof of the second 
assertion is obvious. 
LEMMA (3.38). X is quasi-left-continuous. 
Proof. Let {T,} b e an increasing sequence of {ZJ stopping times with 
limit T; fix GEE and ZER,. For each n E N, construct S, as in 
Lemma (3.31). Then, (3.32) implies 
P,, 
( 
{a> x (n {S, = T&Z, a)} n {S = lim S, = T(z, a)})) = 1 
n 
which in turn implies that 
Pz,(li~ X, = Xr; T < W} = pE{lim 8, = 8,; S < 00). 
By the quasi-left-continuity of 2, the last term is 
P&s < co} = P,,{T < co>. 0 
The following is the main result of this section, 
THEOREM (3.39). (a) The process 
(X7 2) = 64 2, -% 9 (X, > -a 4, Pm) 
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is a Markov process which is normal, is right continuous, has left-hand-limits, 
and is strong Markov. 
(b) If X has a reference measure, and zf Yf  in the decomposition (2.2) has 
no discontinuities other than those coinciding with the discontinuities oft--f X, , 
then (X, 2) is a standard Makov process (and a Hunt process). 
(c) Y={Y,;t>O} is an additive functional of (X, 2). 
(d) There is a regular version Qz of the conditional probability P,,{ * 1 9) 
which is further independent of x. 
(e) For any fixed w E G, when considered as a process over (a, Z, Qor), 
the process (2,; t 3 0} is a (not necessarily time-homogeneous) Markov process 
with starting point z. 
Remark (3.40). It will be clear from the proof of (b) above that, if 
t + Y,f has a point of discontinuity at which t -+ Xt is continuous, then 
(X, 2) fails to be quasi-left-continuous. 
Proof. (a) It is easy to check that the required regularity conditions 
are met. For homogeneity we need to check only that Z,, = Z,o 8, . Let 
w = (z, w) be fixed, t > 0. From the definition of 2, Z,+,(W) satisfies (3.21) 
for all s > 0; noting that, by (2.ld) Y,+,(w) = Y,(w) + Y,((?tw) and writing 
the integral fz” as the sum of two integrals one si the other SF’, we get 
.G+.&JJ) = -G(w) + I, - 1: r 0 -G+&JJ), s b 0. 
Hence, s---f Z,,(W) satisfies (3.21) with z, w replaced by Z,(w) and dtw, 
respectively. From the uniqueness of solutions we must have 
G,(w) = ~,(-a~), b4 = WkJ) 
where the last equation used the definition (3.24) of 0, . 
The right continuity and the existence of left-hand-limits follows from 
Theorem (3.20) for t -+ 2, and is true for X by hypothesis. Normality follows 
from the definition (3.25) of Pzz and the same property for X. There remains 
to prove the strong Markov property: for any WE b% and any {St} stopping 
time T 
J%,,[W o or I -61 = -%rZpl. (3.41) 
By Lemma (3.35) X is strong Markov. This implies by Theorem (3.2) of 
[5] that the same property holds for (X, Y); that is, for all WE bS (noting 
(3.37)) 
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This implies that, for any V = f(Z,,), since V o Br = f(Zr) E #r , 
Since &‘O is generated by random variables VW with V E u(Z,) and WE 9, 
(3.42) implies through the monotone class theorem that (3.41) holds for any 
WE b.%@ and therefore for any W E b% since the latter differs from a random 
variable in bx” only on a null set. 
(b) Conditions on the state space (E x R, , d x 9?+) are met auto- 
matically; Lemma (3.30) shows the continuity required for (J?~}; we have 
already shown the right continuity, normality, strong Markov property. 
Thus (X, Z) has all the properties required of a standard process except 
possibly the quasi-left-continuity. 
Let {T,) be an increasing sequence of (St} stopping times with limit T. 
Then, Xrm --+ XT almost surely on {T < co} by Lemma (3.38). Since t -+ Z, 
has left-hand-limits everywhere, lim, Z T, exists; the limit may fail to be ZT 
only on the set 
{T,<Tforalln;limT,=T;T<oo} (3.43) 
and then only if T is a point of discontinuity for t + Z, . Since the t --+ Z, 
and t - Y, have the same points of discontinuity, on the set (3.43), if 
lim Zr- # 2, then lim, Yr” # Yr also. It was shown in [5, Section 51 that 
such a T is not a point of discontinuity for Yd in decomposition (2.2). Since C 
is continuous, T must be a point of discontinuity for Yf. 
Under the hypothesis of (b), X is a Hunt process with a reference measure; 
Theorem (4.5) of [5] applies then to show that Yf is quasi-left-continuous: 
namely, no jump time T of Y’ is accessible and thus for such T the set (3.43) 
has P,,-probability zero. Hence, then, Z is quasi-left-continuous also. 
(c) Proof is trivial. 
(d) By Proposition (2.20) of [5] there is a regular version Q of I’*{* 1 F”^) 
on $9 which is further independent of x. It follows from (3.24) that 
Qz = l z x Q is the desired version on &. 
(e) By Theorem (2.22) of [5], considered as a process over (Sz, 3, QWz), 
Y = (Y,; t > O> has independent increments. Then, the equation 
Z t+s=zt+(yt+s- Y,) - Is r 0 Zt+% du 
0 
shows that, for fixed w, 
QwVt+s E B I W = Qsz,~*“‘{Zs E 3 
cl 
(3.44) 
This completes the proof. 
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4. ERGODICITY IN A SPECIAL CASE 
In the case where X is a regular Markov process (a pure jump Markov 
process with no instantaneous states), the problems of the computation of the 
transition function of (X, 2) and obtaining ergodic limit theorems, etc. can 
be handled by using Markov renewal theory. We omit this case here, since 
the problem then will be treated in [6] in a more general setting regarding 
both the environment process and the release rule. For non-regular Markov 
processes (such as that of Example (2.6)) these problems are harder to treat 
in general. However, we do have fairly complete results in a special case: 
r(x) = cx, x30 (4.1) 
for some constant c > 0. In this case the storage equation can be solved 
directly; we have 
s 
t 2, = .zoe-ct + @‘t-s) dy s 
0 
(4.2) 
where dY,(w) is the measure element for the non-negative u-finite measure 
induced on (R, , W,) by the non-decreasing finite function s -+ Y8(w). 
Consider the regular version Qz of Pzz{* 1 g} on &’ mentioned in Theo- 
rem (3.39). Define 
for all w E Q, t > 0, z E R, , B E &?+; then Q(t, z, B) is a particular version of 
the probability that the content, starting at .a, is in B at time t given the paths 
of the underlying environment process. Then we also have, see (3&l), 
pmVt+, E B I 9 v %- = Q& Zt > B), (4.4) 
so that, though the Z process is not time-homogeneous when conditioned 
on the paths of X, it is nearly so: the dependence on t is through the paths 
of x. 
The notation of the proposition below is that of Proposition (2.3) except 
that we are now writing B(t, A) for B,(A) there and we define 
AD,(h) = D; - D;-. 
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PROPOSITION (4.5). Suppose (4.1) holds. Then, for any t >, 0, X > 0, 
z E R, we have 
s 00 e-AgQ(t, z, dy) = exp - Xze-ct - 0 I s t e-c(t-8) de, - c AD,(Xe-C(t-8)) 0 s<t 
- ss *[o t,x(o,m) U.1 - exp(- ~~e-cVl WY ~YI/ . 
Proof. The first three terms of the exponent are due to the effects of 2, , 
C, Yf respectively and are easy to see from (4.2) and (2.3). The final term 
needs to be justified further. 
Let, for each jump of t--t Y td, the time and magnitude of the jump be 
plotted as a point on R, x R, . The resulting collection of random points 
define a random measure M on R+2. The family {M(A); A E 9?+2}, when 
considered as a process over (J2, Z’, QUz) for fixed x E R, and fixed w E Sz, 
is a Poisson random measure with “expected” number 
s B(w, ds, 4) r 
of points in the set r E 9?+2; see [5, Section 51 for finer analysis. Then, for 
any non-negative function f E @\+2, it is easy to show by approximating 
through simple functions that 
jQ exp (- J’, 
+ 
a f dM) dQz = exp [ - [a 
+ 
2 (1 - e-f@*~)) B(ds, dy)] . 
It follows from (4.2) that in our application we have 
f  (s, y) = he-c(t-s)y for s < t and f(s,y)=O fors>t. 0 
We now specialize further and consider the environment processes of the 
type discussed in (2.6). There we had described the case of two seasons; we 
now allow an arbitrary finite number of them. In discussing the general 
structure of the input process, we mentioned that Yf, in addition to jumps 
at instants of seasonal changes, will have jumps every time the process X 
hits certain fixed points on the circle. The number of such fixed points on 
the circle will be possibly non-finite. With regard to this, from the practical 
point of view, it seems reasonable to assume this number is finite. In this 
case, we may consider such fixed points on the circle as yearly times of 
certain seasonal changes by re-defining our term “season.” When this is 
done, Yj has no jumps other than at times of seasonal changes. 
Let m be the number of such seasons. The probability law of the Markov 
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process X will then be completely described by m probability measures 
qI ,..., vnL whose respective supports J1 ,..., Jm are disjoint closed arcs on 
the circle of unit circumference. Here qi is to be interpreted as the distribu- 
tion of the time (of the year) at which the season i starts, and this time is 
restricted to a certain interval Ji . 
FIG. Positions of various intervals on the yearly circle in the case of four seasons. 
The input process Y is described by m functions q(s),..., am(s); kernels 
&(s, A),..., pm(s, A); and probability measures y1 ,..., yrn . Each ai vanishes 
for s 6 A,; each fli(s, A) vanishes for s 4 A,; and 
s 
c+(s) ds < co; s s ds % A l>B&,dy) <a; 0 
(4.6) 
here ds is the element of the surface measure on the circle. Finally, each yi 
is a measure on W, . 
Suppose the X process starts at the point 0 shown in the figure. We now 
describe the (X, Y) process for times t E [0, 11; it is clear that the behavior 
during [n, n + l] is a stochastically independent identical copy of the beha- 
vior in [0, I]. First the positions r1 ,..., 7, are selected according to the distri- 
butions qI ,..., ‘pm respectively; these will be the times of seasonal changes. 
The component Yf of the input process jumps only when X, hits these 
points TV ,..., rm; the jump at ri has a magnitude in A with probability Y,(A). 
At time t, if t falls on the arc [TV , T~+~), the continuous component C is 
increasing at the rate of c+(t); and the stochastically continuous pure jump 
component Yd is having a Poisson number of jumps of magnitudes in A at the 
rate of Bi(t, A). 
From here on we restrict ourselves to this (X, Y) process. As a corollary 
to Proposition (4.5) we have 
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COROLLARY (4.7). For any h >, 0, x E R, , t E [0, l] we haste, 071 the set 
{w: X,(w) = 0, T&u) < t < Ti+l}, 
s 
cc 




+ jrn &(s, dy) (1 - exp(- h+tt-8)))] 
0 
where we set 
- jTI ds Jam pi(s, dy) (1 - exp(- Aye-c(t-S))) 1 
To = 0, 010 = “nz 3 PO =PWl, gj(A) = - log e-@yj(dy). s 
Proof is easy to see. For this process, point 0 is recurrent and periodic 
with period exactly one. Hence we have the following: 
COROLL,ARY (4.8). The process (2,; n E N) considered on the probability 
space (J&X, Paz) is a Markov chain with initial point z and transition kernel K 
satisfying 
s 
m e-AYK(x, dy) 
’ = jd%) j-j vm(dt,,J exp [ - Xze+ - f gj(Xe-c+t(j)) 1 
ds ~e-~+%~(s) + jam &(s, dy) [l - exp(hye-C”-S))]\ 1 
where we set to = tm+l = 0, olo = corn , PO = firn . 
Proof is immediate from (4.7) after noting that the 7i are independent. 
Following is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM (4.9). For any t E [0, l] and z E R, , the limit 
m,(A) = /$ ~oz~~7l+t E 4 
exists and is independent of z. The limit rrt is proper if and only if 
I 
m 
logm(dy) < ~0, s s ds lm MS, dy) logy -=c ~0 (4.10) 1 
for all j E (l,..., m>. 
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Proof. For any t 3 0 and n EN we can write 
z n+t = Z,e-Ct + (J” e-c(t-s) Us) 0 6, 
0 
(4.1 I) 
so that, by conditioning on Z? , we have 
Eos[e-AZ(n+t)] = E,,[exp(- he-CtZ,)] E, [exp (- A S,t e-c(t-6) dyS)] 
since X, = 0 for all n E N with PO,-probability one. Hence, the existence and 
shape of the limiting distribution nt is bound up with that of r,, . 
Let p = 6, define 
W n+l = p (Jo1 ecs dY,) 0 8, , n E N. 
It follows from (4.10) by induction on n that 
2, =p”Z, +pn-‘W, + ... +pw,-, + w, (4.12) 
and since P,,,{X, = X, = ... = 0} = 1, the random variables W, , W, ,... 
considered over (Sz, A?, Paz} are independent and identically distributed. 
Let 7 be their common distribution and let 
h(h) = Jby e-AYq(dy), h > 0. (4.13) 
By (4.12) and the independence of W, , W, ,... we have 
Eo,[e-AZfi] = e-“““%(h) h(Ap) ..* h(Apn-l) 
and hence, the limiting distribution w. is independent of z, and is proper if 




does not vanish identically (then the limit is s e-%ro(dy)). If (4.14) vanishes 
for all h > 0 then no(A) = 0 for all bounded A and this implies the same for 
n,(A). There remains then to prove that (4.14) does not vanish identically 
if and only if (4.10) holds for everyj. 
The product (4.14) does not vanish identically if and only if 
go [1 - 4Wl < ~0 (4.15) 
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and since h is monotone near zero, this convergence holds if and only if 
s c4 [l - h(Xe-(l-~))] dy < co 1 (4.16) 
which holds if and only if 
(4.17) 
Putting the definition (4.13) of h into (4.17) and changing the order of integra- 
tion we get from the monotone convergence theorem that the expression in 
(4.17) is equal to 




k(x) = IoA i (1 - e-ur) dp (4.19) 
provided that (4.17) be finite. Since k(x) is asymptotic to log x as x goes to 
infinity, (4.18) is finite if and only if 
s 
co log q(dx) < co. 
0 
(4.20) 
we see that (4.20) holds if and only if 
E,[log Yr; Yr > l] < co. (4.21) 
It follows from the concavity of x + log x that 
i(log X + logy) < log@ + y) - log 2 < log X + logy; 
hence, the expectation of the logarithm of a sum is finite if and only if the 
expectation of the logarithm of each summand is finite. Applying this to the 
decomposition 
Y, = c, + v, + -** + vna + Cl + wr”, - Y,4) + ... + (Yl” - Yr”,, 
Noting that 7 is the distribution of W, and that 
PYl < Wl < Yl 9 
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(where Vi is the jump at TJ shows that (4.21) holds if and only if 
E,[log cl; Cl > I] < co; 
E,[log vi; Vi > l] < co; j = I,..., m; 
E,[log(Y,di+l - Y,“i>; Y,“,,, - Y:j > I] < 03, j = O,..., m 
(where we set T,, = 0 and ~,,+r = 1). 




C,(w) < c j- aj(s) ds = M < 00 
j 
by (4.6). Hence, E&C,) < M and (4.22) always holds. 
The condition (4.23) is precisely the ones concerning the yj in (4.10). 
As the distributions qj and yj+r have as supports the intervals Jj and Jj+l , 
(4.24) will hold for j if and only if 
where 
s 
ml og xy(dx) < co 
1 
(4.25) 
jam e+!T(dx) = exp [ - 1 ds Jbm &(s, dy) (1 - ecAg)/ . (4.26) 
To see that (4.25) is equivalent to the condition (4.10) about pi , suppose the 
input process is such that C, = 0, Y,f = 0, and & = 0 for all i # j. Then, 
the arguments of the first part of this proof show that (4.25) is equivalent to 
(4.14) with h(h) there defined as (4.26). Thus, (4.25) is equivalent to the 
finiteness of 
jorn PM9 C (1 - e-Aypn) ta (4.27) 
with 
(4.28) 
Writing p = e-c, writing the sum in (4.27) as an integral, and making a 
change of variable = heect we see that (4.27) is finite if and only if 
Noting again that st (1 - e+Y)/p increases to 
(4.29) 
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as E 4 0, applying the monotone convergence theorem, we see that the limit 
(4.29) exists if and only if 
s /WY) WY) < co. (4.30) 
Now, k(y) is asymptotic to logy as y increases to infinity. Hence (4.30) holds 
simultaneously with, noting (4.28), 
s s ds Bj(s, 49 logy < 00 
which is the same as (4.10) for & . 
This completes the proof. 0 
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